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growling "urr" note as it advanced at a Noddy but usually both were
silent. The few times I watched for the reverse encounters, I saw Nod-
dies drive off Sooties that had come close to Noddy nests.

Noddies arrive at Bush Key at about the same time as Sooties, but
start work on their nest almost at once instead of having a pronounced
flocking period as Sooties do. In 1968 Noddies started laying somewhat
after Sooties (10 April) and as their incubation period is longer than the
Sooties (35 to 36 days, Thompson, 1903), Noddy eggs hatched later than
the Sooty eggs. Young Noddies mature faster than Sooties and many
were flying by late June, well before most Sooty chicks.

Both species forage in a similar manner, dipping down to capture
food at the ocean's surface, although Noddies occasionally plunge to the
surface or rest on the water to capture food. The Ashmoles (1967) show
that Sooties and Brown Noddies have very similar diets on Christmas
Island, but the Brown Noddies seem to forage much closer to the island.
They suggest that the wing of the Brown Noddy, broader than that of
Sooties, perhaps gives it greater maneuverability and allows it to forage
more efficiently near the island, whereas the narrower wing of Sooties
enables them to forage farther from their colonies.

At the Tortugas Noddies often forage within sight of Garden Key,
dipping down and capturing food at the sea surface. The incubation
shifts (30 minutes to 5 hours) and to some extent the intervals between
feeding their chick (2 to 4 hours) (Watson, 1908), are shorter for the
Noddy than for the Sooties. The fact that Sooties seldom forage within
sight of Bush Key and the somewhat shorter foraging times of Sooties,
especially during incubation, suggest that the two terns forage in some-
what different waters. The two species apparently forage in different
zones at colonies in the Pacific and Indian Oceans (Ashmole and Ash-
mole, 1967; 65-66; King, 1970).

In recent years the few hundred Roseate Terns at the Dry Tortugas
have nested in the coral rubble on Long Key and on the open sand on
some of the other islands, habitat quite different from that the Sooties
use. When they have nested on Bush Key, it usually has been at the far
east end away from most Sooties. Roseates usually arrive later than
Sooties and in 1968 did not start nesting until mid-May when Sooty
eggs were hatching. The incubation and fledging periods of Roseates are
much shorter than those of Sooties, so young Roseate Terns were flying
well before any Sooty Tern chicks. Roseate Terns often forage within
sight of Bush Key and probably avoid competition with Sooties by for-
aging in different areas. They dive from the air and plunge into the water,
thus capturing food that is unavailable to the Sooties.


